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Reading portions for JULY 2011

Sat 2nd
Sat 9th

The argument for converted or completed?
Apparently today a small number of believing Jewish teachers have objections when it comes
to Jewish followers of the Messiah saying that they are NOT converts to Christianity, but are
more or less competed in their Jewish faith (1). But what does any of this mean? Or is this really
even an issue to squabble over? The New King James bible uses the word convert (2) which
some Jewish teachers believe is a proper concept for being born again. The only problem with
this NKJ translation is that it defines the definition as “noting a specified type of person who has
been converted from the religion, beliefs, or attitudes characteristic of that type.” This definition
points out that conversion really means a leaving or changing of one’s belief or religion to join
another. Now some may think that the Messiah invented Christianity and that he reinvented a
new religion when the fact is that he did NOT. The truth is that he died for peoples sins not for a
religion. Being born again means to turn away from sin and unbelief and be changed inward not
(3)…..

MIDRASH WITH THE RABBI

Sat 16th
Sat 23rd & 30th

Do Jewish people think
there are no more
Prophets?
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Inspirational Reading

In this month I would like to address our question in the following way. Now depending on what
position a Jewish person believes about this is his or hers personal answer. If we were to address
this question in a generalized way we would say, don’t all Jewish people think that there are no
prophets? This generalized questioning
is most certainly false, because not all Jewish people would say or agree to this. If we
more
asked a Hasidic/Orthodox Jewish person the same question they may answer that they believe that G-d still uses people to be a
Prophet if needed. While others conservative or reformed on the issue may say we don’t believe in prophets today or at all, while
a non practicing Jewish person would admit he or they have no clue at all or care about the matter. As I heard a Christian pastor
share one day that the rabbi’s as in all don’t believe in modern prophets based on a belief that Malachi the prophet is the last of
the Old Testament prophets. Actually the last of the Old Testament prophets ended with Yohanan-John the immerser (a). He was
the last of the Old Testament Prophets of Israel. Whether Jewish people then or today reject him as such he is the last of (OT)
prophets. While the book of Malachi or Malachi the prophet is the last of the Minor Prophets I seriously doubt that all Jewish
people think that there will be no more prophets because we surly cannot speculate what most Jewish people are…..
Click for more

Hebraic Perspectives
This Month’s Hebrew word is:
JULY NEWS 2011

Israeli minister: Don't take eyes off Iran

VIENNA — Israel's foreign minister warned Thursday that
Iran is using Mideast unrest as a smoke screen to advance
missile and nuclear programs in its alleged development of
nuclear arms………………..
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(Ah’ha’reet Ya’meem)

Which Hebrew definition means: End of days, time, year, Or reference to
the Last days or end times.
This month’s Hebrew word is the phrase “Last days”. In Yohanan we find
that same synonymous phrase “Last times” is used when referring to
Portion 1st Yohanan. John 2:18

Read the Article click

Read the Article click
OSY MISSION STATEMENT
Osy is a teaching, discipleship, evangelistic ministry. Its focus is to share the full richness of both the Tenach (OT) and gospel from a Jewish Christian perspective (Rom 1:16). Osy mission
is to educate and inform the body of Messiah Yeshua about its biblical Hebraic heritage, its relationship to Israel and G-ds chosen people. Building love relationships and bringing
understanding between the Jewish community and Christian community, to glorify in unity the G-d of Israel through our Messiah in everything we do (Rom 2:9).
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